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STATISTICAL AND DYNAMICAL FLUCTUATIONS INHEAVY ION COLLISIONS: ROLE OF CONSERVATIONLAWS IN EVENT-BY-EVENT ANALYSISG. OdynieLawrene Berkeley National Laboratory, University of CaliforniaBerkeley, CA 94720, USA(Reeived January 11, 1999)The analysis of the statistial and dynamial �utuations in nuleus-nuleus ollisions on an event-by-event basis strongly relies on a ompari-son with speially onstruted arti�ial events where statistial �utuationsand kinematial orrelations are under ontrol. In this paper, we presenta novel, analytial method of onstruting referene events based on in-dependent emission, modi�ed by the energy/momentum onstraint, whihan lead to a better understanding of the nature of the observed �nal-state�utuations. This approah an be easily used in the analysis of othertopis in the heavy ion �eld (e.g. �ow, HBT et.) allowing more preisemeasurements.PACS numbers: 25.75.�q, 12.38.MhAn event-by-event analysis (e-b-e), so suessfully used from the very be-ginning of high energy physis (bubble and streamer hamber experiments),was reently proposed [1℄ and applied [2℄ to ultra-relativisti heavy nuleus-nuleus ollisions at the CERN SPS energy. In hadroni physis, the e-b-eresults provided information on the properties of individual interations andtheir variations from event to event. In the heavy ion �eld, the searh for�unusual� events, i.e. events having a partiularly high variation of some vari-able from its average value, is espeially important due to the expetation ofnon-trivial dynamial �utuations aused by the formation of Quark-GluonPlasma (QGP) bubbles and/or other exoti phenomena, suh as a disori-ented hiral ondensate (DCC) [3℄, jet quenhing [4℄, olor �utuations inthe early stages of the ollision [5℄ and others. Reent data from the CERNSPS indiate that the energy density reahed in nuleus-nuleus ollisionshas already exeeded the estimated ritial value for QGP formation in the(385)



386 G. Odynie�average� event, thus the e-b-e approah may allow one to separate eventsin whih plasma was reated from those in whih it was not. Furthermore,it may allow one to determine to what degree the transient QGP phase andthe dynamis of the phase transition to hadroni matter a�et �utuationsobserved in the hadroni state at freeze-out.The obvious, neessary experimental ondition for e-b-e analysis is alarge phase-spae aeptane. However, even having a large fration of theharged partiles under ontrol, one is onfronted with the unertainties re-lated to the neutral, usually undeteted, partiles produed in the ollision.Therefore, it is essential to determine to what degree the �utuations presentin the experimental data (from the measurable part of the phase spae) rep-resent those of the entire event (relevant for omparison with the theoretialpreditions).In this paper we outline a novel, analytial method of deriving ompleteinformation on the entire referene (so alled �mixed�) event, based exlu-sively on the available experimental information � the fration of �nal-statepartiles observed in the detetors � and the entral limit theorem. Our ap-proah, as desribed below, substantially re�nes the traditional one, wheremixed events were omposed by drawing partiles randomly from the hugepool reated by ombining large amount of the data from the same trigger.Most importantly, we impose onstraints from the onservation laws withassoiated kinematial orrelations; this to the best of our knowledge, hasnever been done before. Some aspets of this onept have been alreadyapplied in our earlier work (�ow analysis of the Bevala streamer hamberdata) [6℄.In order to establish whether the observed �utuations are partly dy-namial in nature, we need to disentangle statistial e�ets i.e. e�ets dueto the �nite number of partiles in the �nal state of the ollision. In thefollowing we will onentrate on the transverse momentum distribution todemonstrate the method qualitatively; it an also be applied to other ob-servables.First, we de�ne a sale for measuring �utuations and subtrating thetrivial, statistial e�ets from the overall event-to-event variations. We startby omparing the width of the experimental spetrum with that of the spe-ially onstruted, mixed events of the same multipliity for whih we as-sumed independent partile emission, modi�ed by the momentum/energy(px; py; pz; E) onservation laws1. In mixed events, eah partile is sam-pled from a di�erent heavy ion ollision belonging to the same data set (data1 The momentum/energy onservation expliitly addresses orrelations partiularly re-lated to the observable pt hosen for our example. To investigate di�erent observables,other onstraints need to be inluded: e.g. the K=� ratio requires the imposition ofstrangeness onservation.



Statistial and Dynamial Flutuations ... 387taken with the same trigger)2.�mixN (p1; p2; : : :) = NYi=1 �i1(pi) Æ �P �X pi� ; (1)where �mixN is the density of all (N) partiles of the mixed event; p1; p2; : : :denote the partile momenta; �i1(pi) denotes the density of a single parti-le having momentum pi in the i-th event; Æ(P �P pi) imposes momen-tum/energy onservation; P represents the total momentum/energy of theinitial state (= Pbeam in a �xed-target experiment); and P pi is the totalmomentum of all partiles in the �nal state.While dynamial �utuations were totally eliminated from the mixedevents during onstrution by the independent emission mehanism, we are-fully preserved their exat multipliity: i.e., for eah data event of multi-pliity N , we took one partile from N di�erent data events with the sametrigger to ompose an equivalent mixed event of N partiles.The width of the event distribution onstruted thus provides a benh-mark for our analysis. It represents the sale of the statistial �utuationsand a measure of the probability for events to appear in the tails of thespetrum (rare events), where the �utuations are largest.The most important advantages of this strategy inlude:� model independene;� the same experimental systematis (e�ienies, aeptanes, resolu-tions, et.) in data and mixed events;� onsisteny with the onservation laws (via the Æ funtion), not onlyexluding �non-physial� events from the mixed-events sample, but alsointroduing into mixed events the kinematial orrelations naturallypresent in the data.We use the following notation:Eah event onsists ofN partiles; 1; 2; 3; : : : ; m denote the harged partilesobserved in the experiment; m+ 1; m+ 2; : : : ; N denote the non-observedpartiles (neutral, outside the aeptane, et.).We express the density of observed partiles as the density of all partilesintegrated over the unobserved part of phase spae using the entral limittheorem (for simpliity we drop the supersript �mix� from the left-handside):�m(p1 ; p2 ; : : : pm) = Z �N (p1 ; p2 ; : : : pm ; pm+1 ; : : : pN ) dpm+1 : : : dpN : (2)2 If N is large � mixed and real (data) events have the same single-partile spetra;if N is small � one needs to apply a orretion fator of order (N � 1)=N .



388 G. OdynieNext, we replae the density of all partiles �N by the superposition ofindependent single partile densities (assuming independent emission) andseparate observed and unobserved partiles. We also write down momen-tum/energy onservation expliitly.�m(p1; p2; : : : pm) = Z mYk=1�k1(pk) NYk=m+1 �k1(pk)�Æ0�P � mXi=1 pi � NXm+1 pi1A dpm+1 : : : dpN : (3)The produt of the densities of all unobserved partiles NQk=m+1 �k1 (pk) is sub-stituted by one random variable ~�� NPm+1 pk� representing the total missingmomentum in the ollision. Note, that R NQk=m+1 �k1 (pk)dp : : : � R ~�� NPm+1 pk�d(P pk). The new variable ~�� NPm+1 pk� re�ets muh better the measuringapabilities of the experiment.Multipliity at CERN SPS energies is high, ranging up to a few thousandpartiles in entral Pb+Pb ollisions; therefore, k is large enough to allow usto use the entral limit theorem to approximate the density of unobservedpartiles by a normal distribution N :~� NXk=m+1 pk! � N  NXk=m+1 pk! ; (4)where N (y) = � � e� 12Aik (yi�hyii)(yk�hyik) : (5)Aik is the inverse of the ovariane matrixA = C�1 ; (6)C � ov (yi; yk) = (yi � hyii)(yk � hyik) ; (7)and i; k = 1; 2; 3; 4 (e.g., px; py; pz; E). We assumed that all errors are thesame, therefore, all weights are the same.
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�m(p1; p2; : : : pm) = mYk=1 �k(pk)Z N NXk=m+1 pk!�Æ P � mXk=1 pk � NXk=m+1 pk! d NXk=m+1 pk! (8)after integrating with the Æ funtion, we obtain�m(p1 ; p2 ; : : : pm) = mYk=1 �k(pk) N  P � mXk=1 pk! : (9)Note, that by using the entral limit theorem and by integrating with theÆ funtion we were able to eliminate all variables related to experimentallyinaessible partiles. The �nal result (9) depends only on the single-partilequantities measured in the experiment and on the weighting fator, alsototally alulable from experimental data. Thus, our task narrows down toomputing the weighting fator W = N (P � mPk=1 pk).Before we disuss the pratial aspets of omputingW, let us make twodigressions on statistis:� W has a number of very onvenient features:� W 2 (0,1);� it eliminates the events where momentum/energy are poorly on-served;� it treats properly orrelations resulting from onservation laws;� it is totally known from the experiment.� The ovariane matries for the sum over the observed partiles andfor the sum over the unobserved partiles are equal.Having skethed a general outline of the new method, let us point out theneessary steps to alulate weights (W) and to onstrut proper refereneevents.The entire proedure is fatorized to the �ve steps:step 1: For all observable partiles in eah event alulate W = mPn=1 pkwhere eah pk is a momentum-energy four vetor.



390 G. Odyniestep 2: Calulate the averages hW ii and elements of the ovariant matrixik for the entire set of events3:ik = h(W i � hW ii)(W k � hW ki)i ; (10)where W is a four vetor and i; k denote its omponents.step 3: Calulate the inverse of the ovariane matrix: A=C�1 (A �C = I).step 4: Find W (� N (W) for eah eventN = onst � e� 12 (W�hW i)TA(W�hW i) (W � four vetor) (11)to be used in: �m(p1 ; p2 ; : : : pm) = mYk=1 �k(pk) � N (W) : (12)step 5: The last step we all �simulations of measurements�: Let us assumethat our alulations show that some partiular �mixed� event hasthe probability N (W) of 0.3. We need to onvert this number to1 (=event entering our referene data sample) or 0 (=event rejeted) tohave a uniform treatment with the experiment (all events olleted onthe DST have probability = 1; all missing, of ourse, have probability= 0). This onversion is done in the following way: we draw a randomnumber (�) between 0 and 1, and ompare our alulated weight W =N (W) against it. If � is smaller than the W of the partiular event,this event is aepted with a new probability = 1; however if � is biggerthan W � the event does not enter our sample of referene data. So,in our example, the randomly seleted � has to be smaller than 0.3 inorder for the event to be aepted into the referene data sample.The method desribed above is presently being tested with both MonteCarlo and experimental data. The quantitative understanding and evalua-tion of the results will take some time. In partiular, in order to preiselyreprodue the single partile distribution we have to introdue an additionalweighting fator whih ompensates for the exponent resulting from the in-tegration with the Æ funtion. However, while still in the proess of testing,we would like to ommuniate and make it available to the ommunity, dueto its wide range of appliations for topis other than �utuations analysis.We expet to present results from our simulations and data analysis soon.3 Very shemati. Full proedure is more ompliated.
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